
Chromebook Accessibility Tools 

Accessibility Tools 

Found in the Settings 

1. Click the wireless/battery/clock in the lower right 
2. Select the gear icon to get to settings, or in the applications list screen. 
3. Go down to advanced and select to expand menu 
4. Click “Always show accessibility options in the menu” *** Some Chromebook units will have the accessibility icon (a man 

with arms extended) in the pop-up that will show from #1. 

  

Select-to-Speak 

• By selecting this (a green check mark will show), you will be able to select text in most application windows (some 
applications have limitations) and it will read it to you. 

• This is done by selecting the icon that looks like a speaker with a dash through it. Once selected, it will change into a box 
with an arrow. From there using the mouse or touchscreen, you can draw a pink box around the text and it read the text 
to you. 

• Voices can change through the settings menu in the accessibility area. Voice, pitch and rate can be changed 

   

Speech – To – Text (Voice Typing) 

• Turns on Dictation functions to dictate text into any window or slot(web address/search bar). You will need some kind of 
microphone, whether it is a built-in microphone, a USB microphone or 3.5mm plug microphone.  

• The icon is a microphone 
• Place the typing cursor in any area where text is to be inserted (web address bar, Google Docs or other word processor). 
• Click on the microphone and there will be a chime. As with other dictation functions, there will be a chime if speaking 

stops for several seconds. Simply click the microphone again to resume dictation. You will need to say specific 
punctuation marks or insert in the editing process. 

 

Keyboard  

• This has functions for sticky keys (what to do if repeated key presses or special function), special short cuts. 
• On-screen keyboard, this brings a virtual keyboard on the screen. You can still use your regular keyboard, but if you go 

into it’s options menu, you can enable text prediction to help spell and find words correctly (like most cell phone text 



messaging). It eats up screen space and has to be on screen for the prediction to work. While prediction works, 
sometimes, the virtual keyboard needs to be used instead of the traditional keyboard. 

 

Mouse 

• Mouse and touch pad settings such as changing, sensitivity, speed and clicks can be accessed through here. 

Display 

• Accesibility tools such as high contrast, text size and magnifier can be accessed through  

Audio and Captioning 

• Changing sound characteristics (stereo/mono) as well as captioning for the deaf and hard of hearing can be accessed 
through here. 

Google Chrome (web browser) 

• An extension must be installed (free or paid) so the web browser can read any printed text on any webpage (including 
PDF files). Text that is an image or part of an image, scan of a document. The extension will appear as a mini icon in the 
top right of the browser. Click on the three vertical dots, and click on settings, then accessibility. Search for text to 
speech and then install an extension you choose. Other accessibility extensions are available. 

 


